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(For Tender No.3S/Store/GGV/Security/E

oI /2A19,

dated-08/03/2019)

Bidders have to quote the rates on monthly basis in the Boe (online).
!) Reference for quoting the rates shall be as per Directorate General of
Resettlement (DGR), notification (01.Oct 2018) and Ministry of Labour
&Employment Notification ( File No.: 1/38(l)l2Ol8-LS-II dated 18.09.201g
),
for the minimum wages.
3) Bidders should quote zero value for the HRA and ESI contribution on HRA. It

l-)

is to clarify that the HRA & ESI on HRA component shall be treated

as'oZero" value in all the four categories for evaluation purpose and award of
contract as per the terms of the tender.
4) Bonus for only Civilian Category shall be treated as"Zero" value for financial
bid evaluation purpose and award of contract as per the terms of the tender. For
other 3 categories the values amount quoted by the bid as desired in BoQ shall
be duly considered. However, the Bonus for Civilian category (as applicable)
as per rules shall be considered at the time of agreement.
!) Bidder has to quote the amount strictly as per the percentage mentioned in the
each row under all four categories with the exception as rnentioned above. If
the bidder quotes some different amount then the same will not be considered
for the financial evaluation. The financial evaluation wills be done only as per
the percentage mentioned in each row under the 04 categories as per the BoQ.
S) Specifications of the Metal Detector Gate, Hand held Metal Detector and
Walkie Talkie to be deployed by the agency for the security services at the
University, as desired (under the scope) in the tender, should be of the
following minimum specifications. Bidders are requested to submit along with
the bid (online), the detail specification of the above articles in a separate sheet.
i) Metal Detector Gate:
eSSL D10105 Door Frante Metal Detector or equivalent.
ii) Hand held Metal Detector: eSSZ D|005 hand held Metal Detector or ecluivalent
iii) Walkie Talkie:
Motorola cp1180 wotkie Tatkie or equivolent.
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